NATURE
One of the great things about a rural
community is its unspoiled natural
beauty, which Obama has in spades.
Whether you want the sparkling sea,
breathtaking mountain views, or serene
forest trails, this city has plenty to offer!
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Located as it is by the Sea of Japan, Obama offers a plethora of gorgeous ocean views.
There are several docks, mountain drives, and observation points around the bay, but
the best and most satisfying way for a tourist to take in the marine sights is the
Sotomo Scenic Cruise. Setting out from the Wakasa Fisherman’s Wharf, this boat ride
lasts approximately 50 minutes and takes passengers along six kilometers of coastline,
passing stunning rock formations, mysterious caves, a tall waterfall that empties into
the sea, and a multitude of jagged cliffs along the way.
This area of the coast was already known for its scenic beauty back in the 18th century,
even meriting depictions in famous landscape paintings. Over time, rock formations
with the most interesting shapes earned names like the Sickle’s Crook Rock, the
Trading Ship Island, the Net-Strewn Rocks, and the Turtle Couple Rocks. Throughout
the cruise, announcements prompt passengers to look at this rock or that while
explaining the area’s history and sights. The announcements are in Japanese, but
English pamphlets and maps are available for tourists to follow along.

Sotomo Scenic Cruise

蘇 洞 門 めぐり

There is nothing quite like the sea breeze in your hair, but no worries if you prefer a little less wind! The boats used for the
Sotomo Scenic Cruise have both indoor and outdoor seating, as well as upper viewing decks.
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At the turnaround point of the cruise is
the famous landmark, the Sotomo Arches.
Carved from granite by the powerful waves,
this eroded cave on the tip of the Uchitomi
Peninsula greeted ships for centuries as a
sign that they were nearing the end of their
journey towards Obama. The Sotomo Arches
are composed of two formations, Ōmon
(Large Gate) and Komon (Small Gate). It can
be difficult to gauge the size from aboard
the ship, but the smaller of the two arches is
actually as tall as three men! If you are lucky,
on rare occasions the waters will be calm
enough for the ship to dock in the small
cove behind, allowing passengers to briefly
disembark and admire the view from within.
Any good sailor will tell you not to
underestimate the sea, so be aware that
the Sotomo Scenic Cruise may change its
main route or suspend services on days
when the weather is poor or the waves are
high. Most months have a boat scheduled to
leave once an hour, but the winter schedule
has more irregularities, so be sure to check
before you go!

Wakasa Fisherman’s Wharf
若 狭フィッシャーマンズ・ワーフ
〒917-0081 福井県小浜市川崎1-3-2
1-3-2 Kawasaki, Obama City
☎ 0770-52-3111
Tickets: ¥2,000, children (6-12 years old): ¥1,000
https://www.wakasa-fishermans.com/
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Tagarasu Terraced Rice Fields
田 烏の棚 田
A popular photography spot in Obama is Tagarasu no Tanada, terraced rice paddies
cultivated on a slope right next to the sea. Blue skies and colorful sunsets reflect
gorgeously on the watery fields in mid-summer when the rice plants are young, and
twice a year after planting and harvest the area is decorated with countless candles
for a big light-up event.
〒917-0101 福井県小浜市田烏

Tagarasu, Obama City

Bay Views
The sea around Obama is beautiful no matter the time of day, but there’s no denying
that it is the loveliest during sunrise and sunset, when the rays set the sky and clouds
alight with color. Some popular places to view the bay are the Mermaid Terrace, the
Hoshi no Hiroba Park observation deck, and the Angel Line, a scenic driving route on
Mt. Kusuyagadake.

Miyagawa Sunflower Fields
恵のひまわり畑 〈 宮川 地 区 〉
Summer in Obama is made even brighter with a visit to the Miyagawa sunflower
fields! More than one million sunflower seeds are planted in five valley fields over the
course of the season, and the hybrid sunflowers that grow here can reach a massive
30 centimeters in diameter. There is also an annual Sunflower Festival held in August
that features many tasty treats, a farmer’s market, and various community events.
〒917-0223 福井県小浜市加茂・竹長
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Mermaid Terrace ｜ マーメイドテラス
〒917-0068 福井県小浜市小浜日吉
Obama Hiyoshi, Obama City

Hoshi no Hiroba Park ｜ 星の広 場
〒917-0041 福井県小浜市青井33-1
33-1 Aoi, Obama City

Kamo and Takenaga, Obama City
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One of Japan’s favorite autumn pastimes is momiji gari, “maple hunting” to take in the
fall colors before they disappear and winter sets in. Offering both natural mountain
scenery and cultivated gardens, Obama is a prime destination for viewing the autumn
leaves without the crowds you might get in more central or urban areas.
Make the most of those crisp fall days and visit a temple early to enjoy the colors in the
morning light! Mantoku-ji temple is quite popular in the area thanks to its gorgeous
garden, but Wakasa Jingū-ji’s teahouse surrounded by maples or Myōraku-ji’s gate
and main hall framed with bright leaves also make for charming fall scenes. If you
prefer a wilder landscape, you can also drive up the Saba Kaidō road or the Angel Line
for some breathtaking views from the mountain peaks.

Autumn Leaves
Myōraku-ji Temple ｜ 妙 楽 寺
〒917-0028 福井県小浜市野代28-13
28-13 Nodai, Obama City
☎ 0770-56-0133
Admission: 9:00 – 17:00, ¥400

Saba Kaidō Scenic Area
鯖 街 道 写 真スポット
福井県道35号 久坂中ノ畑小浜線
上根来 針畑越え
Fukui Prefectural Road 35,
Kaminegori, Harihatagoe Pass

Angel Line ｜ エンゼルライン
Whether in a carefully maintained garden or out in the wilds of the forests and mountains, you haven’t truly experienced Japan
if you haven’t seen the exquisite beauty of its autumn leaves!
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福井県道107号

泊小浜停車場線

久須夜ヶ岳

Fukui Prefectural Road 107, Mt. Kusuyagadake
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